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Abstract

The Kolmogorov complexity of a string x is defined as the length of a shortest
program p of x for some appropriate universal machine U , that is, U(p) =
x and p is the shortest string with this property. Neither the plain nor
the prefix-free version of Kolmogorov complexity are recursive but for both
versions it is well-known that there are recursive exact Solovay functions,
that is, recursive upper bounds for Kolmogorov complexity that are infinitely
often tight. Let a coding function for a machine M be a function f such
that f(x) is always a program of x for M . From the existence of exact
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Solovay functions it follows easily that for every universal machine there is
a recursive coding function that maps infinitely many strings to a shortest
program. Extending a recent line of research, in what follows it is investigated
in which situations there is a coding function for some universal machine that
maps infinitely many strings to a length-lexicographically least program. The
main results which hold in the plain as well as in the prefix-free setting are the
following. For every universal machine there is a recursive coding function
that maps infinitely many strings to their least programs. There is a partial
recursive coding function (defined in the natural way) for some universal
machine that for every set maps infinitely many prefixes of the set to least
programs. Exactly for the sets that are Bennett shallow (not deep) there is a
recursive coding function for some universal machine that maps all prefixes
of the set to least programs. Di↵erences between the plain and the prefix-
free frameworks are obtained by considering e↵ective sequences I1, I2, . . . of
mutually disjoint finite sets and asking for a recursive coding function for
some universal machine that maps at least one string in each set In to a least
code. Such coding functions do not exist in the prefix-free setting but exist
in the plain setting in case the the sets In are not too small.

1. Introduction

Algorithmic Information Theory investigates among other topics the notion
of an universal machine and the degree to which extent it can be inverted. It
is well-known that neither the plain variant C nor the prefix-free variant H
of description complexity can be e↵ectively computed; indeed, it is even
impossible that there is a partial recursive function with an infinite domain
such that whenever this function is defined it coincides with the description
complexity of the input [9, 15, 24, 29]. Closely related to determining the
description complexity of a string is the question of whether and how one may
find a shortest program for a given string, that is, a program for the string
that witnesses its description complexity. The set of shortest programs has
been studied in recursion theory for quite a long time [8, 12, 26, 33, 35, 36].
In a recent line of research the focus has been shifted to obtaining lists of
programs that comprise the length-lexicographically least program, or least
program, for short, of a given string with respect to a given universal machine
U . For enumerating a list containing the least program of x, a list of size
O(|x|) [7] is su�cient; for each constant c 2 {1, 2, . . .} there is a universal
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machine where the list is bounded by |x|/c+ 1. Recently it was shown that
if one allows slightly larger lists of size polynomial in the length |x| of x,
instead of just enumerating one can actually compute a list of candidates
which includes a program of x that has shortest length up to an additive
constant [4, 5, 6, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. However it depends on the universal
machine whether it is possible to include the least program in such a list [4].

This paper studies a weaker approach: The aim is to provide a program for
input x such that for infinitely many x the program is actually a shortest
or a least program of x. The exact constraints vary for di↵erent theorems;
for example, the programs may be provided via a partial recursive or via
recursive functions; we investigate when such constraints can be satisfied
and when they cannot. While in some areas of Algorithmic Information
Theory the choice of the universal machine does not matter, as for example,
in studies of the growth behaviour of initial segment complexities of sets
[24, 25], other results are machine-dependent [4, 10, 13, 18]. In the present
work several results depend heavily on the choice of the universal machine,
as one aims for least programs and not just for shortest programs or even for
programs which are shortest up to an additive constant. Furthermore, some
notable di↵erences between plain complexity C and prefix-free complexity H
are proved, in particular when dealing with the question whether one can
obtain least programs for at least one string in an e↵ectively given sequence
of finite sets of strings.

2. Notation

In this section we introduce the notation used throughout the paper. By
N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} we denote the set of natural numbers; its elements will be
usually denoted by letters i, j, k, l,m, n. A string is a word over the binary
alphabet {0, 1}, the set of all strings is denoted by {0, 1}⇤ and the empty
string is denoted by ". The letters x, y, z stand for strings and |x| denotes
the length of the string x; if a letter denotes a program, that is, an input to
a machine, it may also be denoted by p or q.

As usual, natural numbers are identified with strings via the order-preserving
one-one and onto map from N equipped with the usual strict order to {0, 1}⇤
equipped with the length-lexicographical order. Unless explicitly specified
otherwise, a set is either a set of natural numbers or, equivalently, a set
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of strings. Furthermore, a set A is identified with its characteristic se-
quence A(0)A(1) . . . where A(n) = 1 if n 2 A else A(n) = 0. Let x � y
denote that x is a prefix of the string y and for a set A, and let x � A denote
that x = A(0)A(1) . . . A(|x| � 1). A set of strings is prefix-free in case for
every strings y in the set, the set does not contain any string x � y di↵erent
from x.

The term machine refers to a Turing machine that computes a partial map-
ping from strings to strings. Machines are denoted by letters U , V and W .
The domain of a machine U , denoted by dom(U), is the set of programs
on which U halts. A machine U is prefix-free if and only if its domain is a
prefix-free set. Occasionally, machines may be attributed as being plain in
order to emphasise that the machine is not necessarily prefix-free.

In the sense of Algorithmic Information Theory, a plain universal machine U
is a plain machine such that for every other machine V there is a constant c,
depending only on U and V , such that for every p in the domain of V there
is a q such that U(q) = V (p) and |q|  |p|+ c. A plain machine U is univer-
sal by adjunction for plain machines if for every machine machine V there
exists a string q depending only on U and V such that for every program p
in the domain of V it holds that U(qp) = V (p), whereas in case V (p) is un-
defined then so is U(qp). The notions prefix-free universal and universal by
adjunction for prefix-free machines are defined likewise, with plain replaced
by prefix-free.

For a machine V , the value of plain complexity of a string x with respect
to V is defined as

CV (x) = min({|p| : V (p) = x}),

where we let the value be infinite in case the minimisation is over the empty
set. In case of a prefix-free machine V , we denote CV by HV and call the
latter the prefix-free complexity with respect to V (the notation HV was
used in some earlier papers [7, 13, 16, 25], in the literature also the nota-
tion KV is used in place of HV ). The plain complexity CU(x) of a string x is
just CUplain

(x) for some fixed plain universal machine Uplain, and the prefix-
free complexity H(x) of x is CUpref

(x) for some fixed prefix-free universal
machine Upref .

More details can be found in the text books and introductory texts on al-
gorithmic randomness by Calude [9], Chaitin [14], Downey and Hirschfeldt
[15], Kolmogorov [23], Li and Vitányi [24], Nies [29], Odifreddi [30, 31] and
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Soare [34].

3. Solovay functions

Definition 1. Let g and h be functions from {0, 1}⇤ to N. Then g is a

Solovay function for h in case g is an infinitely often tight upper bound

for h up to an additive constant c, that is,

8x (h(x)  g(x) + c) and 91x (g(x)  h(x) + c), (1)

and we say g is exact at x in case g(x) = h(x). In case (1) holds with c = 0,
the function g is said to be an exact Solovay function for h. The func-

tion g is a Solovay function if g is a Solovay function for prefix-free

complexity. The notion exact Solovay function as well as the notion

Solovay function for plain complexity and its exact variant are de-

fined likewise.

Let M be a machine. Then g is a Solovay function for M in case g is an

Solovay function for the function CM , and the notion of an exact Solovay
function is extended to machines in a similar fashion.

Note that in the literature, the notion of a Solovay function is sometimes
defined as a Solovay function as just defined that is in addition recursive.
Observe that by definition, a function g is a Solovay function if and only if
it is a Solovay function for the prefix-free universal machine used to defined
prefix-free complexity, and that this equivalence extends to exact Solovay
functions. Furthermore, similar equivalences hold for plain complexity.

The next two remarks review the facts that there are recursive Solovay func-
tions for plain as well as for prefix-free complexity [15].

Remark 2. The function that maps a string to its length is a Solovay func-

tion for plain complexity. This holds because for some constant c and all n
the plain complexity of all strings of length n is at most n+ c but is at least n
for some of these strings. The latter holds because there are strictly less

than 2n programs of length strictly less than n.

Remark 3. The function g defined by

g(x) =

(
|p|, in case x = hp, y, ti and Upref(p) = y in exactly t steps,

2|x|, otherwise,
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is a recursive Solovay function, where h·, ·, ·i denotes as usual an e↵ective

and e↵ectively invertible tupling function. We prove first that g is an upper

bound for H up to an additive constant. This is obvious for all strings x for

which the second case in the definition of g applies. For all strings x for

which the first case applies, we have for the corresponding string p

H(x) = H(p)  |p| up to an additive constant. (2)

The two relations hold, first, because the strings x and p can be mutually com-

puted from each other and, second, because p is in the domain of Upref . For

the infinitely many such x and p where p is a shortest programs for Upref(p),
the less-than-or-equal sign in (2) can be replaced by equality up to an additive

constant, consequently g is Solovay function.

By a similar argument, for any superlinear time-bound t, the time-bounded

version Ht
of prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity is a recursive Solovay func-

tion [19].

By the following remark, in view of computational di�culty there is not
much di↵erence between Solovay functions and exact Solovay functions. In
particular, any function h that has a recursive Solovay function also has a
recursive exact Solovay function.

Remark 4. Let g be a Solovay function for some function h. Then there are

natural numbers n0 and integers c0 and c1 such that the function eg defined

by

eg(n) =
(
max{g(n)� c0, 0}, in case n  n0,

max{g(n)� c1, 0}, otherwise,

is an exact Solovay function for h. For a proof, let the integers c0 and c1
be equal to the minimum and the limit inferior, respectively, of the di↵er-

ences g(n) � h(n). Finally, choose n0 so large that for all n strictly larger

than n0 the corresponding di↵erence is at least c1.

4. Least programs and coding functions

Definition 5. Let x and p be strings. For a given machine M ,

- p is a program of x for M in case M(p) = x;
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- p is a shortest program of x for M in case p is a program for x
that has minimum length among all programs for x;

- p is the canonical shortest program of x for M in case p is a

shortest program for x that occurs first in some fixed enumeration of

the domain of M ;

- p is the least program of x for M in case p is a program for x
that is minimum with respect to length-lexicographical order among all

programs for x.

The notions just defined are extended to plain and prefix-free complexity in

the natural way. For example, a string p is a shortest program for a

string x with respect to prefix-free complexity H in case p is a shortest
program of x for the universal machine Upref that was used to define H.

Definition 6. Let M be a machine. A partial function f from {0, 1}⇤
to {0, 1}⇤ is a partial coding function for M in case M(f(x)) is defined
and equal to x for all x where f is defined. A coding function for M is

a partial coding function for M that is total.

A partial coding function f for M maps a string x to a least program
in case f(x) is defined and is a least program of x for M . Related notions

such as mapping a string to a shortest program are defined likewise.

In what follows, we will focus on e↵ectively given partial and total coding
functions for plain and prefix-free universal machines.

Convention 7. By definition, a coding function is a coding function with

respect to some specific machine, called the machine associated with f .
Whenever we refer to a coding function f without explicitly mentioning the

associated machine, the latter will either be not relevant or understood from

the context. For example, we have already introduced the notation of f map-

ping a string to a least program, which is meant as an abbreviation for f
mapping a string to a least program for the associated machine.

By the following remark, Solovay functions and coding functions that map
infinitely many strings to least programs are closely related.
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Remark 8. In case f is a coding function for some machine M that maps

infinitely many strings to a shortest program, by definition the function x 7!
|f(x)| is an exact Solovay function for M .

Conversely, let g be an exact Solovay function for some machine M , and

let p0, p1, . . . be an enumeration of the domain of M . Then a coding func-

tion that maps infinitely many strings to a shortest programs is obtained by

mapping x to pi where i is minimum such that M(pi) = x and |pi|  g(i)
hold.

In what follows negative results about the existence of coding function will
often be stated in terms of Solovay functions. For example, by Remark 8,
in case for a certain machine there is no recursive exact Solovay function,
then a fortiori any recursive coding function for this machine cannot map
infinitely many strings to neither shortest nor least programs.

For further use, the next remark introduces universal machines with unique
program lengths; such universal machines were also considered by Figueira,
Stephan and Wu [18]. For such machines, every shortest program is already
a least program.

Remark 9. There is a plain as well as a prefix-free universal machine that

has unique program lengths in the sense that for every string x there

is at most one program of each length, that is, for all p and p0 in the domain

of the considered universal machine U , it holds that

U(p) = U(p0) and |p| = |p0| implies p = p0. (3)

For a proof, let V be either a plain or a prefix-free universal machine and
let p0, p1, . . . be an enumeration of its domain. Transform V into a universal
machine U as required of the same type by declaring V undefined on all
programs pi where for some index j < i the strings V (pj) and V (pi) and the
lengths of pi and pj are the same.

5. Computing least programs for arbitrary universal machines

In this section it is demonstrated that for all plain or prefix-free universal
machines there is a recursive coding that maps infinitely many strings to
least programs.
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Theorem 10. Let U be a plain universal machine. Then there is a recursive

coding function f for U that maps infinitely strings to least programs.

Given any partial recursive and unbounded function h, it can be arranged that

in addition there are infinitely many least programs of U of the form f(x)
such that h(x) is defined and |f(x)|  h(x).

Proof. Let V (p) be the string x number bin(p) found with |p|  |x| and
h(x) � 2 · |p|; as for every length there exist infinitely many such strings x,
V (p) is defined for all p. Here bin(p) is the value of p as a binary number
and the strings are enumerated as string 0, string 1 and so on. Furthermore,
as U is universal, there is a least constant c such that for infinitely many n,
all p 2 {0, 1}n satisfy that C(V (p))  |p| + c; note that c � 0, as otherwise
there would be 2|p| strings being generated by 2|p| � 1 programs of U . Now
let n be so large that n � c and there is no length m � n such that, for all
p 2 {0, 1}m, C(V (p)) < m + c. Now one can search iteratively for values
m0,m1, . . . satisfying the following conditions for all k and all p 2 {0, 1}mk :

- n  mk < mk+1;

- h(V (p)) < mk+1;

- |V (p)| < mk+1;

- C(V (p))  mk + c.

Note that the last condition together with the definition of V implies that
mk  |V (p)| < mk+1 for all p 2 {0, 1}mk . Note that for each k one of the
p 2 {0, 1}mk satisfies C(V (p)) = mk + c, by the choice of c. Now let c0 be the
largest number such that, for almost all k, each p 2 {0, 1}mk satisfies either
C(V (p)) < mk + c or there are at least c0 programs q of length mk + c with
U(q) = V (p); note that c0 exists, as there is only a constant amount of q with
U(q) = x^C(x) = |q| for all strings x. Now there is a k0 such that all k � k0

satisfy this above condition. Let X be the set of all x such that there is a
k � k0 and a p 2 {0, 1}mk with V (p) = x.

The set X is recursive, as one can search for the k � k0 withmk  |x| < mk+1

and, if it exists, check for all p 2 {0, 1}mk whether V (p) = x. For the x 2 X
one can then enumerate the programs q with U(q) = x and |x|  mk + c
until (1) c0 programs q with |q| = mk+ c are found or (2) one program q with
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|q| < mk + c is found. In case (1), f(x) is the lexicographically least of the c0

programs; in case (2), f(x) = q for the program q found (note that in these
cases, |f(x)|  mk + c  2mk  h(x), by the definition of V ). If x /2 X, f(x)
is the first program q found such that U(q) = x.

The so defined function f is a coding function for U and it satisfies for
infinitely many k that there is a p 2 {0, 1}mk such that C(V (p)) = mk + c
and there are only c0 many programs q with |q| = mk + c^U(q) = V (p). For
these strings V (p), f(V (p)) is the least program.

Theorem 11. Let U be a prefix-free universal machine. Then there is a

recursive coding function f for U that maps infinitely strings to a least pro-

gram.

Given any partial recursive and unbounded function h, it can be arranged that

in addition there are infinitely many least programs of U of the form f(x)
such that h(x) is defined and |f(x)|  h(x).

Proof. By arguments as in Remarks 3 and 4, let g be a recursive exact Solovay
function g for the given machine U . Let E(x) be the set of programs of x
for U that have length bounded by g(x), that is,

E(x) = {p : U(p) = x and |p|  g(x)}.

Consider the sizes of the set E(x) for strings x at which g is exact. By the
coding theorem [15] there is a constant upper bound on these sizes, hence
the limit inferior of these size is a natural number d. Fix n0 such that E(x)
has size at least d for all strings of length at least n0 at which g is exact.

For all x of length strictly less than n0, let f(x) be any program for x, say,
the first one in some fixed enumeration of the domain of U . For all other x,
enumerate the set E(x) until at least d arbitrary or at least one member
of length strictly less than g(x) have been enumerated, then let f(x) be
equal to the length-lexicographically least string that has been enumerated
so far. This way f is a recursive coding function for U . Furthermore, for
the infinitely many x of length at least n0 at which g is exact and E(x) has
size d, the string f(x) is indeed a least program for x.

In order to demonstrate the second assertion, fix some arbitrary partial re-
cursive unbounded function h. Let ` be a recursive and strictly monotonic
function on strings such that for all x

h is defined at `(x) and H(`(x))  h(`(x)). (4)
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Such a function can be constructed inductively. In order to define `(x),
assume that for all z length-lexicographically strictly smaller than x the
strings `(z) are already defined and have all length strictly less than n. Search
for a string z of length at least n that satisfies condition (4) with `(x) replaced
by z. There are infinitely many such strings because the function H has no
partial recursive unbounded lower bound. Furthermore, such a string can be
found e↵ectively by simulating computations of h(z) and approximating H(z)
from above in parallel for all z of length at least n. Among all such strings,
let `(x) be equal to the one that is found first.

The strictly monotonic function ` has a recursive range and can be inverted
on its range e↵ectively, hence for all x the values of H(x) and of H(`(x)) di↵er
only by a constant c. Since the Solovay function g is exact, we have for all x

8x (H(`(x))  g(x) + c) and 91x (g(x)  H(`(x)) + c). (5)

By an argument very similar to the one in Remark 4, restricted to strings of
the form `(x), we can assume that (5) holds for c = 0 and all x. Let

E`(x) = {p : U(p) = `(x) and |p|  g(x)}.
There are infinitely many x such that g(x) is equal to H(`(x)) and almost
literally as before we can argue that the limit inferior of the size of the
set E`(x) over all such x is a constant d. Fix n0 such that E` has size at
least d for all such x of length at least n0.

For all y not in the range of ` or of length strictly less than n0, let f(y)
be any program for y. For all other y, that is, for y of the form `(x) of
length at least n0, enumerate E`(x) until at least d arbitrary strings or at
least one string of length strictly less than g(x) have been enumerated, and
then let f(`(x)) be equal to the length-lexicographically least string that has
been enumerated so far. This way f is a recursive coding function for U .
Furthermore, for the infinitely many x where

n0  |x|, H(`(x)) = g(x), and |E`(x)| = d,

the string f(`(x)) is indeed a least program for `(x) and H(`(x)) is at
most h(`(x)) by construction of `.

6. Time-complexity of coding functions

Theorem 12. Let t be a recursive function. There is a plain as well as a

prefix-free universal machine U such that
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(i) the machine U is universal by adjunction and has unique shortest pro-

grams,

(ii) there is a recursive coding function for U that maps infinitely many

strings to least programs,

(iii) for every partial recursive coding function f for U , every machine that

computes f will run for at least t(|x|) steps on almost all inputs x that f
maps to a least program.

Proof. We give the proof for the prefix-free case and omit the proof of the
plain case. Both proofs are literally the same except that the choice of the
machine V has to be adapted in the natural way.

By Theorem 11 fix a recursive coding function f for some prefix-free universal
machine V such that V is universal by adjunction and f maps infinitely many
strings to least programs. Let p0, p1, . . . be an enumeration of the domain
of V . For all s and some as in {0, 1} to be determined later we let

U(111ps) = V (ps) and U(0 as ps) = V (ps),

while on all other inputs, U does not halt. This way U inherits from V
the property of being universal by adjunction for prefix-free machines. Fur-
thermore, whenever ps is a shortest program of some string for V , the pro-
gram 0asps is a unique shortest program of the same string for U . The bit as
will be computable from s, hence x 7! 0 as f(x) is a recursive coding function
for U that maps infinitely many strings to least programs.

Let xs = V (ps) for all s. Let M0,M1, . . . be an enumeration of all Turing
machines. The construction proceeds in stages s = 0, 1, . . . and as is deter-
mined during stage s. Initially, no index e is diagonalised. Say an index e
requires attention at stage s in case e < s and

Me(xs) outputs 0 b ps for some b in {0, 1} in at most t(|xs|) steps.

In case there are indices that require attention and are not yet diagonalised,
consider the least such index, let as = 1� b for the corresponding value of b,
and declare this index to be diagonalised. Otherwise, if there is no such
index, let as = 0. By construction, for all s the machine U halts on 0 as ps
but not on 0 (1�as) ps. On the other hand, in case an index e is diagonalised
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during stage s, the machine Me maps xs to 0 (1 � as) ps, hence the partial
function computed by Me is not even a partial coding function for U .

For a priority construction as above, it follows by a standard argument that
every index that requires attention infinitely often will eventually be diag-
onalised. In case the latter assertion were false, let index e be its least
counterexample, hence in particular all smaller indices are eventually diag-
onalised or require attention only at finitely many stages. We obtain the
contradiction that at some stage the least not yet diagonalised index that
requires attention is e but e is not diagonalised during that stage.

Now fix any index e such thatMe maps infinitely many x in time at most t(|x|)
to some shortest program q of x for U . By construction of U , for each such x
there is a unique s such that q has the form 0 b ps and x is equal to xs, hence e
requires attention at stage s. Consequently, the index e requires attention
infinitely often, and thus will eventually be diagonalised.

7. Finding least programs for strings in given finite sets

Beyond the question, whether for a given universal machine U there is a re-
cursive or partial recursive coding function that maps infinitely many strings
to least programs for U , we may ask whether it can be arranged that the cod-
ing function maps some or all strings in certain given sets to least programs.
More precisely, given a plain or prefix-free universal machine U and an e↵ec-
tive sequence I1, I2, . . . of finite and mutually disjoint sets of binary strings,
we ask whether there is a recursive or partial recursive coding function for U

(i) that maps all strings in infinitely many sets In to a least program,

(ii) that maps some string in each set In to a least program,

For both questions, we require that the sequence I0, I1, . . . is given e↵ectively.

Definition 13. The canonical index of a finite set I of natural numbers

is
P

n2I 2
�n

. The finite set with canonical index r is denoted by Dr. A re-
cursive array is a sequence I0, I1, . . . of mutually disjoint nonempty sets

such that In is equal to Dr(n) for some recursive function r.

By definition, all sets in a recursive array are finite. By the usual identifica-
tion of natural numbers and binary strings, in what follows the sets Dr will
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be viewed as sets of binary strings, that is, the function r 7! Dr becomes a
bijection between N and the finite sets of binary strings.

First we consider the case of mapping all strings in infinitely many sets In
to a least program. The answer to Question (i) depends on the size of the
sets Ij. In the special case of sets I1, I2, . . . where each set In is a singleton
that contains the string that is identified with the natural number j, by
Theorems 10 and 11 we obtain the a�rmative answers that for every plain
or prefix-free universal machine there is a recursive coding function that maps
all strings in infinitely many sets In to a least string. However, for sets In of
a certain minimum size, we obtain the following negative answer.

Proposition 14. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array such that

lim
n!+1

(log |In|� C(n)) = +1.

Then there is no partial recursive coding function f for a plain universal

machine U such that f maps for infinitely many n all strings in In to a least

program. A similar assertion is true in the prefix-free setting, that is, with

plain replaced by prefix-free and C replaced by H.

Proof. We give the proof for the plain case and omit the almost identical
considerations for the prefix-free case. Assume for a proof by contradiction
that there were a coding function f and a machine U as in the theorem. Let s
be the partial recursive function defined as follows. In case f(x) is defined
for all strings x in In, let s(n) be equal to the string in In with the length-
lexicographical greatest value of f(x), while s(n) is undefined for all other n.
If we let kn be equal to blog |In|c, then there are at most 2kn � 1 < |In|
programs of length strictly less than kn, hence some string in In has plain
complexity of at least kn with respect to U . By construction of s, the latter
is true for the string s(n) for the infinitely many n where f maps all strings
in In to a least program for U . On the other hand, by universality of U there
is a constant c such that for all n where s(n) is defined, the complexity of s(n)
with respect to U is at most C(n)+c. So there are infinitely many n such that
the complexity of s(n) with respect to U is at least kn and at most C(n)+ c,
which contradicts the assumption on the size of the sets In.

From the standard upper bounds log n+c and log n+2 log log n for the plain
and prefix-free complexity of n, the following corollary of Proposition 14 is
immediate.
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Corollary 15. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array.

If |In|�n goes to infinity, then there is no partial recursive coding function f
for a plain universal machine such that f maps for infinitely many j all

strings in Ij to a least program.

If the size of In is at least n2
then there is no partial recursive coding func-

tion f for a prefix-free universal machine such that f maps for infinitely

many j all strings in Ij to a least program.

In the remainder of this section, we consider the case of mapping some string
in each set In to a least program, that is, we consider Question (ii). For a
start, we note that when U is a plain universal machine, then the machine V
with V (1p) = U(p) and V (0p) = p satisfies that the mapping p 7! 0p maps
in each interval In = {0, 1}n at least one string to its least program. Now
we show that we obtain a negative answer in the case of coding functions for
prefix-free machines.

Proposition 16. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array and let U be a prefix-free

universal machine. Then there is no recursive coding function for U that for

all n is exact at some string in In.

By Remark 8 and the definition of prefix-free coding function, Proposition 16
is an immediate consequence of the following proposition.

Proposition 17. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array and let U be a prefix-free

universal machine. Then there is no recursive exact Solovay function for U
that for all n is exact at some string in In.

Proof. For a proof by contradiction, assume that there was a Solovay func-
tion g as detailed in the proposition. For every i let ni be equal to the least
index n that satisfies X

x2In

2�g(x)  2�2i�1.

Such an index exists and can be found e↵ectively because for the upper
bound g of HU the sum of 2�g(x) over all strings x is finite. By the Kraft-
Chaitin Theorem, there is a prefix-free machine V such that HV (x) is at
most g(x)� i for every string x 2 Ini . This holds because we have

X

i2N

X

x2Ini

2i�g(x) 
X

i2N

2i · 2�2i�1 = 1.
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Since U is universal, the machine V witnesses that HU(x) is, up to an additive
constant, at most g(x)� i for every i and every string x in Ini . Consequently,
it is impossible that g is exact for some string in each interval In.

Consider the set of strings on which a recursive exact Solovay function for
a prefix-free universal machine is exact. As an easy consequence of Propo-
sition 17, we obtain next that the principal function of such a set is never
dominated by a recursive function.

Proposition 18. Let a recursive exact Solovay function for a prefix-free uni-

versal machine be given. Then there is no recursive function r such that for

all n, the Solovay function is exact on at least n strings among the first r(n)
strings.

Proof. Assume the proposition were false and this would be witnessed by an
exact Solovay function g and a recursive function r, where we can assume
that r is strictly monotonic. We define inductively a partition of the set
of all strings into consecutive nonempty finite intervals I0, I1, . . ., that is,
there is a strictly increasing sequence n0, n1, . . . such that the union of the
intervals I0 through Ij contains the least nj strings in length-lexicographical
order. Let n0 be equal to r(1) and let nj+1 be equal to r(nj + 1). By
construction, the Solovay function g is exact on some string in each set of
the recursive array I0, I1, . . ., which contradicts Proposition 17.

Remark 19. Given a coding function f for some machine M , let

L(M, f) = {x 2 {0, 1}⇤ : f(x) is a least program for M}. (6)

be the set of strings that f maps to a least program of M . Then in case f
is recursive, the set L(M, f) is co-r.e., that is, has recursively enumerable

complement. For a proof, it su�ces to observe that for all x, the string f(x)
is a program of x for M , hence the complement of L(M, f) contains ex-

actly the strings x such that there is a program of x for M that is length-

lexicographically strictly smaller than f(x).

The following lemma extends by virtually the same proof to prefix-free uni-
versal machines; however, a stronger form of the corresponding assertion has
already been obtained as Proposition 17.
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Lemma 20. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array and let f be a recursive coding

function for some plain universal machine U . Then the limit inferior of the

function

r : n 7! |In \ L(U, f)| ,

where L(U, f) is the set in (6), is either 0 or +1.

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that the limit inferior of r was a nonzero
natural number d. Fix some natural number n0 such that r(n) � d for
all n � n0. Consider a machine M that on an input of the form 1k works
as follows. The machine M enumerates the complement of the set L(M, f)
until some index n � n0 is found such that all but d strings in In have
already been enumerated and among these d strings there is some string x
such that |f(x)| > 2k. Letting xk be the least string with the latter property
among these d strings, the machine M outputs xk. By construction and
universality of U , there is a constant c such that for all k, we have

2k < |f(x)| = CU(xk)  CM(xk) + c  k + c,

which is a contradiction for all k � c. Here the equation holds since the
set of d strings from which xk is chosen is of the form In \ L(M, f) for
some n � n0, hence f(xk) is the least program of xk for M .

By Lemma 20, given a recursive array I0, I1, . . . and a recursive coding func-
tion f for some plain universal machine, the number of strings per set Ij
which f maps to a least program either is equal to 0 for infinitely many in-
dices j or goes to infinity. Whether the latter can be achieved may depend
on the sizes of the sets in the recursive array and may further require to use
an appropriate universal machine, as is asserted next in Theorems 21 and 22.

Theorem 21. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array such that the set Ij has size
of at least 2j. Then there is a recursive coding function f for some plain

universal machine such that f maps at least one string in each set Ij to a

least program. In addition, the coding function f can be chosen such that

whenever the string f(x) is a shortest program, it is already a least program.

Proof. Let f0 be a recursive coding function for some plain universal ma-
chine U0. For all p in the domain of U0, let the machine U output U0(p) on
both of the inputs 10p and 110p. Furthermore, for all n, let U(0 pni ) = xn

i
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where pni and xn
i are the i-th string of length n and in In, respectively,

for i = 1, . . . , 2n. On all other inputs, let U be undefined. Then the func-
tion f defined by

f(x) =

(
0 pni , in case x = xn

i ,

110f0(x), otherwise,

with associated universal machine U is a coding function as required. For
each n, there are at most 2n � 1 strings of length strictly less than n, hence
for some i the shortest program of xn

i for U0 has length at least n, and
thus 0 pni is the least program of xn

i for U . Furthermore, a program f(x) of
the form 110p cannot be a shortest program for U because 10p is a program
for the same string. Consequently, in case f(x) is a shortest program of x
for U , it follows that f(x) is the unique program of x for U of the form 0p
and is indeed a least program of U . Finally, in order to ensure that f(x) is
a least program whenever it is a shortest program, it su�ces to choose U0

such that whenever a string x is in In, the least program p of x for U0 does
not have length n � 1, hence the only possible least programs 0pni and 10p
of x for U di↵er in length.

Theorem 22. Let I0, I1, . . . be a recursive array. Then there is a plain

universal machine U such that every partial recursive coding function for U ,

for some j, fails to map every string in Ij to a shortest program. A similar

assertion is true in the prefix-free setting, that is, with plain replaced by

prefix-free.

Proof. We give the proof for the plain case and omit the very similar ar-
gument for the prefix-free case. Let '0,'1, . . . be an admissible numbering
of all partial recursive functions. We construct a plain universal machine U
such that that for all e the partial function 'e maps no string in Ie to a least
program. Fix some plain universal machine V . For all strings p in the do-
main of V , let U(10p) = V (p). For all such p, let U(0p) = V (p) in case V (p)
is in Ie and 'e(V (p)) = 10p; let U be undefined on all other strings.

In order to verify the construction, fix an arbitrary index e and assume
that 'e is a partial coding function for U that is defined on some string x
in Ie. Then 'e(x) is equal to up for some string u in {0, 10}, where U(up) = x,
hence V (p) = x. In case u = 10, we have U(0p) = x, hence up is not a
shortest program for x. In case u = 0, the machine U is undefined on up,
hence 'e is not a partial coding function for U .
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8. Least programs for prefixes of a set

Recall that a set A can be identified with its characteristic sequence. This
way it makes sense to speak of the prefixes A(0)A(1) . . . A(n � 1) of the
set A. We investigate of the question whether there are partial recursive or
recursive coding functions that map all or at least infinitely many prefixes of
some set to least programs. By the next two theorems, the latter question
about mapping infinitely many prefixes to least programs is answered in the
a�rmative in the plain as well as in the prefix-free setting. More precisely, in
both settings this can be achieved for all sets by some fixed partial recursive
coding function and for exactly the sets that are Bennett shallow by recursive
coding functions.

Theorem 23. There exist a prefix-free universal machine U and a partial

recursive coding function f for U such that for every set A, f maps infinitely

many prefixes of A to a least program. A similar assertion is true for the

plain case.

Proof. The proof is given for the prefix-free case, the similar proof for the
plain case is omitted. In the prefix-free case, one starts with a prefix-free
universal machine V from which a coding function f as required and its
associated universal machine U are constructed. Let c be a constant that
is so large that for every string x and every bit a it holds that HV (xa) �
HV (x) + 3� 2c. For all n, let

In = {x 2 {0, 1}⇤ : 2n  |x| < 2n+1}

and for x in In, for the unique m such that

|x| = 2n +m, let Jx = {4m� c, . . . , 4m+ c}.

Fix some enumeration p0, p1, . . . of the domain of V and let xs = V (ps). For
the scope of this proof, call the string ps a special program if the length of ps
is in Jxs , and call x a special string if the least program of x for V is a
special program, (that is, if the prefix-free complexity of x with respect to V
is in Jx).

Now one constructs a new prefix-free universal machine U by doing the fol-
lowing successively for s = 0, 1, . . .
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- let U(pS) = V (pS) in case ps is not a special program;

- let U(ps0ks) = V (ps) for the unique natural number ks such that ps0ks

has length max Jxs in case ps is the first special program of xs, that is,
in case ps is a special program but for all j < s, the program pj is not
special or is not a program of xs,

while U remains undefined on all other inputs. By construction, for every
special string x its least program for U is the unique program of x for U
of length max Jx. Therefore the partial recursive function coding function f
for U defined as follows maps all special strings to a least program. On input
x, if an e↵ective search for a program of x for U of length max Jx terminates
successfully, then f(x) = p for the first such program p that has been found;
else f(x) remains undefined.

We conclude by showing that among the prefixes of any given set A there are
infinitely many special strings. So fix a set A and an index n and let z0 �
· · · � z2n�1 be the prefixes of A in the set In. For all su�ciently large n, the
assertion

HV (zi)  max Jzi (7)

is false in case i = 0 and true in case i = 2n � 1, because max Jzi is equal to
the constant c in the former case and is equal to 2|zi|+c�2 in the latter case.
Consequently, for such n there is a least index r such that 1 < r  2n � 1
and (7) is true with i replaced by r. In order to show that in this situation zr
is special, by definition it su�ces to show that HV (zi) is at least min Jzr . The
latter follows by a sort of discrete continuity argument. More precisely, we
have

HV (zr) � HV (zr�1) + 3� 2c � max Jzr�1 + 4� 2c

= max Jzr � 4 + 4� 2c = min Jzr ,

where the relations hold by choice of c, minimality of r, and, finally, by using
two times the definition of the intervals Jx.

Remark 24. The partial recursive prefix-free coding function constructed

in the proof of Theorem 23 could be changed at finitely many arguments

in order to map at least one string in each of the sets Ij to a least pro-

gram, where I0, I1, . . . is the recursive set defined in this proof. Recall that

by Proposition 17, this cannot be achieved by a recursive prefix-free coding

function.
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Theorem 23 suggests to ask for which sets there is not just a partial recursive
but actually a recursive coding function for some plain or prefix-free universal
machine that maps infinitely many prefixes of the set to a least program.
Theorem 27, proved below, shows that such recursive coding functions exist
exactly for the sets that are Bennett shallow, that is, are not Bennett deep.

The notion of Bennett depth was introduced by Bennett [2] and has been
further investigated recently by Moser and Stephan [28] as well as by Downey,
MacInerney and Ng [17], who provide various examples of deep and non-
deep sets in a recursion-theoretic setting. Similar investigations were also
carried out in a complexity-theoretic setting [1, 21, 27], though often with
a somewhat di↵erent approach to define the notion of depth. In the case of
sets, Bennet’s notion of depth can be defined as follows.

Definition 25. A set A is Bennett deep for plain complexity in case

for every recursive upper bound g for plain complexity C, we have

lim
n!1

(g(A(0) . . . A(n� 1))� C(A(0) . . . A(n� 1))) = 1.

The notion of a set that is Bennett deep for prefix-free complexity
is defined likewise, and in both settings a set is Bennett shallow if it is

not Bennett deep.

Remark 26. A set A is Bennett shallow for plain complexity if and only

if there is a recursive Solovay function g for plain complexity that up to an

additive constant c is tight on infinitely many prefixes x of A in the sense

that g(x)� C(x)  c. A similar equivalence holds in the prefix-free case.

We show the equivalence in the plain setting, as the proof for the prefix-free
case is essentially the same. In case the set A is Bennett shallow for plain
complexity, then any function g that witnesses the latter fact according to
Definition 25 is already a Solovay function as required. Conversely, given
such a Solovay function g where d is the supremum of the values C(x)�g(x),
then d is finite and the function g + d is a recursive upper bound for C that
witnesses that A is not Bennett deep.

If there exists a recursive coding function f for some plain universal ma-
chine that maps infinitely many prefixes of A to a least program, then the
function g : x 7! |f(x)| is a Solovay function that is tight on infinitely many
prefixes of A, hence A is Bennett shallow according to Remark 26. By the
following theorem, this implication can be reversed.
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Theorem 27. A set A is Bennett shallow with respect to plain complexity if

and only if there exists a recursive coding function for some plain universal

machine that maps infinitely many prefixes of A to a least program.

A similar assertion holds in the prefix-free setting, that is, with plain replaced

by prefix-free on both sides of the equivalence.

Proof. The proof is given for the prefix-free setting; the similar proof for
the plain setting is omitted. The direction from right to left follows by the
discussion preceding the theorem.

Concerning the reverse implication, let A be any set that is Bennett shallow
with respect to prefix-free complexity. Fix some prefix-free universal ma-
chine V that is universal by adjunction and recall that HV is the prefix-free
complexity with respect to V . By shallowness of A and replicating the con-
structions in Remarks 3 and 4, one obtains a recursive Solovay function g
for HV such that HV (x)  g(x) for all x and such that for some natural
numbers c1 and c there are infinitely many prefixes x of A such that

g(x)  H(x) + c1 < HV (x) + c, (8)

where the first inequality follows by Remark 26 and the second by universality
of V . For these infinitely many prefixes x of A, consider the remainders
modulo c of the values HV (x) and fix some remainder c0 that is attained for
infinitely many such x. For every natural number `, let

I` = {c`+ c0, c`+ c0 + 1, . . . , c(`+ 1) + c0 � 1}

and observe that the sets I` partition the set N \ {0, . . . , c0 � 1}. By choice
of c0 and (8), there are then infinitely many prefixes x of A such that for
some ` it holds that

min I` = HV (x)  g(x)  max I`.

Furthermore, fix a recursive one-to-one enumeration p0, p1, . . . of the domain
of V and a string r of length greater than c such that r is incompatible with
all the pi, that is, none of the prefixes or extensions of r, including r itself, is
in the domain of V . Next define the recursive equivalence relation ⇠ on the
natural numbers by

s ⇠ t if and only if V (ps) = V (pt) and |pt|, |ps| 2 I`, for some `.
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That is, for all indices i in the same equivalence class of the relation ⇠, the
strings pi are programs for V of the same string x and of similar lengths,
more precisely, all these lengths fall into the same interval I`. The goal is to
carry over from V to U only one program from each equivalence class. In
order to make U universal by adjunction, however, new programs are added
that are so long that none of them will be a shortest program for U .

We construct a prefix-free universal machine U and a coding function f for U
as required. For each s and for x = V (ps),

let U(rps) = x and if there is no t < s with t ⇠ s then let U(ps) = x.

Let f(x) be the first program p for U found by some e↵ective search such
that U(p) = x, r 6� p and |p|  max I` for the ` with g(x) 2 I`. Observe that
such a p exists for all x by the construction of U and the fact that H(x) 
g(x). So f is a recursive coding function for U . For the infinitely many
prefixes x of A, where HV (x) is minimum in some interval I`, the latter
interval contains g(x) and is the least interval that contains the length of a
program p with U(p) = x; the function f maps all these strings x to least
programs of U .

In the remainder of this section we ask whether there is a set such that all
its prefixes are e↵ectively mapped to a least program by a coding function
for some plain or prefix-free universal machine. For both settings, the an-
swer is a�rmative answer in the case of partial recursive coding functions.
Before we state the latter in Theorem 29, we show in Remark 28 that for
certain universal machines there cannot be such a partial recursive coding
function and we observe that all such sets have positive Hausdor↵ dimension
in Theorem 30. This implies that such sets are also complex, as defined by
Kjos-Hanssen, Merkle and Stephan [22]. We then conclude the section by
observing that for recursive coding functions the answer is negative in the
prefix-free setting and is unknown in the plain setting.

Remark 28. There is a universal plain machine U such that for every partial

recursive function f there is a length such that f maps no string of this length

to a least program for U . A similar assertion holds in the prefix-free setting,

that is, with universal replaced by universal for prefix-free machines.

In order to obtain a machine U as above, in both, the plain and the prefix-
free setting, it su�ces to construct U such that for all e and all strings x of
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length e where 'e(x) is defined, the length of the latter string is odd if and
only if the length of the least program of x for U is even.

Theorem 29. There is partial recursive coding function f for some plain uni-

versal machine that is universal by adjunction such that f maps all prefixes

of some set to a least program. A similar assertion holds in the prefix-free

setting.

Proof. The proof is given for the prefix-free case, the similar proof for the
plain case is omitted. Let V be any prefix-free universal machine. There is
a set A such that for some constant c, if we let for all strings x

Jx = {b|x|/2c � c, . . . , d|x|/2e+ c},

for every prefix x of A, the prefix-free complexity of x with respect to V
is in Jx [11, 32]. Fix some enumeration p0, p1, . . . of the domain of V and
let xs = V (ps). For the scope of this proof, call the string ps a special program
if the length of ps is in Jxs , and call x a special string if the least program
of x for V is a special program. Note that all prefixes of A are special strings.

Now one constructs a new prefix-free universal machine U by doing the fol-
lowing successively for s = 0, 1, . . .

- let U(ps) = V (ps) in case the program ps is not special;

- let U(ps0ks) = V (ps) for the unique natural number ks such that ps0ks

has length max Jxs in case ps is the first special program for xs (that
is, in case ps is a special program but pj is not a special program for
all j < s where xj = xs),

while U remains undefined on all other inputs. By construction, for every
special string x its least program for U is the unique program of x for U
of length max Jx. Therefore the partial recursive coding function f for U
defined as follows maps all special strings and, in particular, all prefixes of A
to a least program. On input x, if an e↵ective search for a program of x
for U of length max Jx terminates successfully by finding p, then f(x) = p
else f(x) remains undefined.

We conclude by extending the domain of U in order to obtain a prefix-free
machine U 0 that is universal by adjunction and where its coding function f
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maps every special string to a least program for U 0. Fix some prefix-free
machine W that is universal by adjunction and a constant d such that for
every string its prefix-free complexity with respect to U and with respect
to W di↵er by at most d. Let r be a string that has neither a prefix nor an
extension in the domain of U and let

U 0(p) = U(p) for all p 2 dom(U) and U 0(r0dq) = W (q) for all q 2 dom(W ).

By construction, every program of U is a program of U 0 with the same output
and every least program for U is a least program for U 0. Hence f is a coding
function for U 0 that maps every special string to a least program for U 0.
In the case of plain complexity, the last part of the proof becomes slightly
less elegant: for p and q as above, the corresponding programs for U 0 are 0p
and 1d+2p, where then x 7! 0f(x) is a coding function as required.

Theorem 30. If there is a partial recursive plain or prefix-free coding func-

tion which maps all prefixes of some set A to a shortest program then A has

positive constructive Hausdor↵ dimension. More precisely, there is a rational

constant q > 0 such that the Kolmogorov complexity of A � n is at least qn
for almost all n.

Proof. The proof is done for the plain case, the prefix-free case is similar.
Assume that there is a partial-recursive coding function f which provides a
shortest program for all prefixes of A. Now one maps every x to the shortest
prefix g(x) of x such that |f(g(x))| � |f(y)| for all y � x. Furthermore,
one builds a new machine V such that V (1c0u) = x for some u of length
|f(x)|�2c�1 whenever there are at least 22c+4 strings y with g(y) = x; note
that all these y satisfy the inequality |f(x)| � |C(y)| and therefore there
are 22c+4 programs up to length |f(x)| which U maps to a string y with
g(y) = x. It follows that for each length n there are at most 2n�2c�4 strings u
of length n� 2c� 1 for which V (1c0u) has to be defined and therefore there
are enough such u and V is well defined. For prefixes x of A with x = g(x),
f(x) is a shortest program; hence there is a constant c such that V cannot
have programs for x of length |f(x)|� c or shorter.

Now consider x with x = g(x) and x being a prefix of A; one of the strings
A � |x| + 1, . . ., A � |x| + 22c+4 must have at least Kolmogorov complexity
|f(x)| + 1, as otherwise there would be 22c+4 strings y with g(y) = x and
V has a program 1c0u of length |f(x)| � c. Inductively one can see that in
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every interval {22c+4 · n, . . . , 22c+4 · (n + 1) � 1} of natural numbers there is
an m such that C(A � m) � n. For the other m in this interval, C(A � m) �
n � c0 for some constant c0. Thus there is a rational number q (any q with
0 < q < 2�2c�4 would do) such that C(A � m) � qm for almost all m. This
implies that A has at least constructive Hausdor↵ dimension q, in short, A
has positive constructive Hausdor↵ dimension.

Note that this result gives some motivation of the construction of the witness
set in Theorem 29. Furthermore, it suggests to ask whether Theorem 29
can be strengthened by replacing the partial recursive coding functions by
recursive ones. In the setting of prefix-free complexity the answer is negative,
that is, there is no recursive coding function for some prefix-free universal
machine that maps all prefixes of some set to a least program. Such a coding
function would contradict Proposition 17, by an easy argument similar to
the one in Remark 24. In the the setting of plain complexity, we state this
question as an open problem.

Open Problem 31. Is there a recursive coding function for some plain

universal machine that maps all prefixes of some set to a least program?
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